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Abstract
In an interview in the early 1980s, Michel Foucault predicated that, from the eighteenth century on,
modern government rationality has essentially been a form of urban planning. This article challenges this
argument. It discusses the formation of rural social engineering, that is, the state-led efforts to design new
men and new social orders outside the cities through plans, during decolonisation in Asia. Based on the
comparative study of India after Partition (1947) and British Malaya during the counter-insurgency war
(1948–60), the argument is that we can understand rural social engineering particularly in the 1950s less as
a consequence of colonial inheritance or international change but as the result of how decolonisation
unfolded including its patterns of violence, social conflict, and migration. As such, rural social engineering
constituted a central element in the postcolonial ‘art of the government of man’.

Introduction
In an interview with Paul Rabinow conducted in the early 1980s, Michel Foucault reflected on the
meaning and relevance of space in modern forms of governance.1 Taking the history of architec-
ture as his starting point, the French philosopher and historian observed a particular significance
of urban architecture for the way political elites in Europe developed their knowledge of and strat-
egies for how to govern people. Since the eighteenth century, the organisation of urban space
including the infrastructure and collective facilities of cities and urban hygienic measures moved
into the very centre of ‘the art of the government of men’. More precisely, Foucault claimed that
since that time cities were ‘no longer islands beyond the common law’. Rather, ‘with the problems
they raised, and the particular forms that they took, [they] served as the models for the govern-
mental rationality that was to apply to the whole of the territory.’2

Put differently, Foucault suggested that roughly since the eighteenth century and particularly
since the French Revolution, political and social elites across the continent developed a range of
utopias and projects that interpreted societies and their states mainly, if not exclusively in terms of
large cities.3 Cities became the manifestation of a new, progress-oriented notion of the future,4

which the modern state sought to conquer by universalising the principles of urban planning,
policing, and administration over its entire territory. As a consequence, the organisation of cities
not only transformed into a central ideological element of the makeability of societies but was
increasingly equated with it. The design and organisation of cities increasingly stood for the
art of the government of men and the planning of the future as such.

Foucault describes a feature of modern governmentality that indeed became central to the ever-
growing competencies of state bureaucracies and their regulating procedures, although he largely
ignored the role of colonies and other European overseas territories.5 Nevertheless, with a view
to late colonial and early postcolonial societies in Asia after 1945 Foucault’s observations
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are a stimulating starting point, especially because they require some important qualifications and
specifications.

Throughout the twentieth century, the planning and reorganisation of cities turned into a cen-
tral playing field of colonial administrators, postcolonial planners and development experts.
However, given the fact that in almost all decolonising Asian societies after 1945 the vast majority
of citizens lived in the countryside and that some of the foremost problems of these societies
including poverty, malnourishment, illiteracy, and social discrimination were particularly acute
among rural communities, rural areas required special attention from colonial and especially post-
colonial elites. Although cities such as New Delhi, Jakarta, or Kuala Lumpur functioned as the
lighthouses of modern statehood and postcolonial aspirations, their structures and policies could
not simply be generalised across the hugely diverse rural communities with their socio-economic,
cultural and political specificities.

As a consequence, the village turned into a central concept within the nationalist imaginations
of the decolonisation era. After the Second World War, the political-ideological framings of the
village across South and Southeast Asia oscillated between a site of authenticity and democracy,6 a
symbol of backwardness and oppression,7 and a late imperial security threat to be contained by
military and civilian modernisation efforts.8 In spite of their diversity, these imaginations shared
the view that the village ought to be framed as a key unit of national reconstruction. At the same
time, postcolonial decision-makers defined this reconstruction through the reorganisation of
urban space, the reshaping of urban architecture, and the reordering of urban societies as the pro-
totype communities of the new nation.9

In contrast to Foucault’s reasoning, therefore, the history of decolonising Asia suggests that it
makes more sense to understand modern governmentality as a dialectic between rural social engi-
neering and urban planning rather than the universalisation of urban governance principles across
the entire national territory and its population. As I will argue below, this perspective proposes to
analyse the concepts and practices of rural development in an intrinsic relationship with urban
planning and the actual transformation of cities. Furthermore, it means that in a global-historical
understanding of modern planning and governmentality that goes beyond the limited confines of
European history, we may no longer be able to sustain a clear distinction between the modern
historical formations of the rural and the urban.

In the ever-growing body of scholarly literature on the history of (rural) development planning
in Asia after 1945 there are numerous approaches to explain where ideas on the reordering of rural
and urban life came from, how they were implemented, and what consequences they had both for
local communities and the planners themselves. Generally, the overall picture suggests that there
was no single timely and spatial origin of these ideas and that they remained contested throughout
the years of their evolution. Among the various historiographical attempts to explain these pro-
cesses, I would like to highlight three important lines of argumentation before I dig deeper into the
cases of decolonising India and Malaysia.

A first group of contributions to the historiography of (rural) development planning empha-
sises the roots of these discourses and policies in the colonial era and thus puts the focus on aspects
of continuity since the nineteenth and early twentieth century. In the case of the British Empire
and its successor states, it is important to realise that the British Colonial Service reached its
numerical climax after 1945, when the British authorities added another 15,000 new officers
to its ranks.10 This happened at a time when the decolonisation of South Asia was already on
the horizon. In the decades after the Second World War, these British colonial officers became
the backbone of Anglo-Saxon development planning after the disintegration of the Empire and in
this way facilitated the gradual transformation of colonial development policies into a new inter-
national aid industry.11 A similar argument on colonial continuities can be made about the intel-
lectual history of development. The basic ideas of modernisation theory, which determined most
of the development debates and planning after 1945, have a long history and go back to the nine-
teenth century, when the tradition-to-modernity paradigm took shape in European thought and
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policymaking.12 Furthermore, it seems debatable in how far the post-1945 development projects
indeed added altogether new perspectives to a range of liberal-capitalist and socialist development
paradigms that evolved in the aftermath of the First World War and the Great Depression.13

In brief, the continuity of colonial development ideas and policies ought to be an important
element in our historical explanation of rural planning during and after decolonisation.

A second line of argumentation concerns the worldviews and personal attitudes of political
elites and planners in early postcolonial Asia. In a way, this perspective includes colonial conti-
nuities but concentrates more on individual biographies, the formative period of indigenous elites
in colonised societies, and their careers after independence. In this light, the history of develop-
ment is less a history of (colonial) institutions, economic interests, and political clienteles. Instead,
this history can be written as an intellectual history14 or as an international history of knowledge
transfers,15 which illustrates the evolution of development ideas among local and international
elites and their social networks. The elements that play a central role in these approaches are
the widely shared fascination with industrialisation as probably the most important paradigm
for rural and urban development plans during and after decolonisation; the enormous trust in
technology and its capacities to address all kinds of problems including what was perceived as
economic backwardness, the persistence of tradition-based social cleavages, and territorial disin-
tegration;16 and the fundamental importance of expertise in the modernisation of rural areas and
the state.17 In return, this expertise also legitimised the political and economic elites, their overall
importance for the future of society and their political significance after the anti-colonial struggles
had come to an end.

A third approach to the history of development emphasises the inter- and transnational char-
acter of (rural) development planning, particularly since 1945. Although this interpretation, influ-
enced by the overall trend in historiography to focus on translocal connectivity and the
entanglement of societies across large distances, has recently received a significant amount of
scholarly attention, it is not entirely new. Already in the 1980s historians of international devel-
opment framed the conjunctions and waves of development planning after the SecondWorld War
as global trends, which were closely connected to the geopolitics of the Cold War and the policies
of international funding institutions.18 In this light, pressure for agrarian reform, greater emphasis
on the rural poor, an improvement of access to social services, technology, and infrastructure for
rural communities, and more efforts to increase agricultural output and productivity were the
result of changes in the international aid industry and its strategic priorities.

More recently, historians argued that it is insufficient to understand the formation of devel-
opment paradigms after 1945 exclusively or even primarily in terms of continuity from the colo-
nial era. Development experts both in international institutions such as the World Bank and
within decolonising societies in Asia increasingly shared the view that the persistent social and
economic structures of rural areas were no longer suitable for the modernisation of society.
As a consequence, these structures required far-reaching state interventions, also against the resis-
tance of rural communities.19 The village thus shifted from the margins of colonial development
debates into the centre of postcolonial planning. Planning understood as ‘imagining the postco-
lonial future’20 had indeed colonial origins in the interwar period. After 1945, however, it was the
result of a rapidly globalising academic and political exchange, which cannot be understood within
the confines of imperial or national history.21 Thus, rural development ideas and practices in
decolonising societies are increasingly seen as local facets of an evolving global expertise and a
new, institutionalised aid industry that took shape in the context of the globalising Cold War.22

Building on these three historiographical approaches, I intend to add another line of argumen-
tation based on a comparative analysis of decolonising India and British Malaya. Both societies
were former British colonies but experienced very different forms of decolonisation and patterns
of rural development after independence. My hypothesis is that rural planning in late imperial and
early postcolonial Asia was not only the result of colonial inheritance, personal views of indige-
nous elites, and translocal institutional and political dynamics specific to the evolving Cold War
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era; rather, rural planning was also determined by the character of decolonisation in a way that
restructured and traumatised society. This argument suggests that we understand better the his-
torical imaginations of the postcolonial future outside the cities if we consider more centrally
which course decolonisation, understood as attempts to reorder the nation and the world,23 took
and what this course meant for rural as well as urban communities. With India and British
Malaya, I compare two distinct manifestations of decolonisation in the form of the humanitarian
disaster of Partition (1947) and late imperial warfare of the so-called Emergency (1948–60).

To facilitate the comparative approach below, there are a few conceptual clarifications neces-
sary. For one, the historical achievements of Asian societies since 1945 in improving the well-being
of rural communities have been impressive. However, the differences within Asia remain signifi-
cant.24 Malaysia is among the best performers in terms of poverty reduction in rural areas, whereas
India has always been lagging behind by a significant margin.

At the same time, it remains challenging to clearly define what we exactly mean by rural and
thus what kind of empirical material needs to be included in such a comparison. Parts of the exist-
ing literature on (the history of) rural development suggests that the most compelling definition of
rural is that it is everything outside the cities and thus simply the opposite of urban.25 For my
historical comparison, though, a more useful approach is to understand the rural as a result of
political imagination, that is, a constructed location of economic backwardness, socio-cultural
conservatism, and political unpredictability outside the cities beyond effective state control.
The rural is thus characterised by a high potential for unrest and other forms of law and order
challenges for state authorities.26 Correspondingly, cities can be analysed as political constructions
that depended on the invention of the village as an object of modern political decision-making.27

In light of these constructivist understandings of both the village and the city, rural develop-
ment and rural planning initiatives can be understood as the range of political efforts to regulate
the rural and thus alter its socio-economic and cultural character. The ultimate goal of such efforts
is to integrate rural communities and territories into the normative framework of state authorities
and subordinate them under their effective control.

A second point of clarification stems from the conceptual entanglement between the rural and
the urban. As we cannot define nor historically understand the one without the other, a sole focus
on rural planning initiatives as a subject of historical enquiry seems unrealistic. As both cases of
India and British Malaya will demonstrate, rural development imaginations have usually been
closely connected with ideas of urban planning. What is more, international as well as domestic
development experts specialised in rural community transformation were usually urban them-
selves in terms of personal circumstances, social embedding, and political outlooks.28 In the late
1940s and 1950s, this dialectic of the rural and the urban frequently combined economic change
with a wide-ranging restructuration of rural communities along the cornerstones of modernisa-
tion and industrialisation. For this reason, I prefer the term rural social engineering to rural
planning. As the history of planning frequently tells us little about what actually happened on
the ground,29 rural social engineering goes beyond the drafting of plans for people outside the
cities and includes the comprehensive agenda of state-induced social, economic and mental
transformations and their far-reaching consequences for these communities.30

From these clarifications follows that my comparison between India and British Malaya is not
about a detailed reconstruction of planning measures undertaken by the Indian authorities and
the British colonial administration in Malaya. Rather, my approach is hermeneutic as I try to
explain in how far these measures, generally drafted and implemented after the largest turmoil
of decolonisation had abated, can be explained through the course of decolonisation itself.
My argument therefore diverts from the emphasis of colonial continuities and devotes more
attention to the ruptures and the newness of decolonising societies in order to find out how
the meanings of rural social engineering have been their result. The sources I will be using for
this comparison come mainly from Indian and Singaporean state archives and the archives of
the Church Missionary Society in Birmingham.
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The birth of rural social engineering in humanitarian disaster: India after Partition
When British-India was divided into the two independent states of India and Pakistan in August
1947, both states found themselves in a rapidly evolving humanitarian disaster. Already several
months before Partition, the communal (i.e., inter-religious) tensions rose significantly resulting
in severe problems of the British-colonial authorities to sustain law and order in the main north-
ern Indian cities as well as in the rural areas that later became the new border regions between
India and West and East Pakistan.31 The mass violence in the aftermath of Partition, which killed
hundreds of thousands and forced millions more to migrate, was the immediate context in which
early postcolonial forms of rural social engineering emerged. The enormous task of providing
‘relief and rehabilitation’ to the refugees and integrate them as citizens into their recipient society
not only dominated Indian politics in the first years after 1947 but also deeply influenced the first
five-year plan, which covered the years 1951–6. At stake was not only India’s territorial integration
and the accommodation of the refugees, but the foundation of a new social order capable of
absorbing migrants, rural and urban communities, and various religious communities and castes.

In 1948, the Advisory Planning Board, a predecessor of the National Planning Commission,
passed the government’s industrial policy resolution. In this resolution, the Board stated that ‘the
nation has now set itself to establish a social order where justice and equality of opportunity shall
be secured to all the people. : : : For this purpose, careful planning and integrated effort over the
whole field of national activity was necessary.’ A National Planning Commission should be given
the task to formulate concrete programmes of ‘development and to secure their execution’.32

Consequently, Prime Minister Nehru, who chaired the Commission and whose reputation should
become ‘as high as can be’ during these years of disaster management,33 directed these national
planning efforts initially towards the integration of refugees into the cities, where the vast majority
of them arrived, but also the rural areas of northern India.

From the very beginning, though, these endeavours towards a new social order were hampered
by conflicting ideas on how such a new social order should look like, which role already existing
villages ought to play, and how new forms of settlement and model villages could be built up in
order to manifest the modern identity of postcolonial India. Among the new political and bureau-
cratic elites in Delhi existed a significant fraction with a sceptical, even negative attitude towards
Indian life in the villages. One of the most outspoken critics of the village communities was B. R.
Ambedkar, the justice minister and representative of the Dalit communities.34 In an extensive
statement on the ‘basic features of the Indian constitution’ held in front of the Constituent
Assembly in 1948, he criticised tendencies within the government and among ‘intellectuals’ to
imagine future India as an assembly of village governments as ‘pathetic’.35 In his view, the village
was nothing but a ‘sink of localism, a den of ignorance, narrow-mindedness and communalism’
that not only justified but demanded large-scale interventions in order to replace the current social
order with an entirely new one.36 In order to combat provincialism and inter-religious conflict
(communalism), the Indian state and its constitution ought to select the individual as its key unit
and provide far-reaching safeguards for social and religious minorities.

Nehru himself and large parts of his senior civil servants were not as extreme as Ambedkar in
their views on rural India but also for them the cities were ‘the highest cultural achievements of the
age’.37 Correspondingly, they shared a strong notion of rural backwardness and repressive pro-
vincialism that needed to be addressed by the state. As many of the senior civil servants in Delhi
were trained in Great Britain and quite a few had graduated from prominent universities such as
Cambridge and the London School of Economics, they strongly believed in social change initiated
and completed by enlightened and competent state elites.38 With this self-perception they stood in
the long tradition of English utilitarian thinking that foresaw almost indefinite power to the gov-
ernment and the law to modernise and ‘civilise’ India according to English standards.39 The severe
humanitarian crisis after Partition provided a unique opportunity for such interventions. The con-
crete measures taken to transform rural life in northern India after 1947, however, remained
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riddled with political conflict. One group of tensions resulted from the divergence between the
practical requirements of rural communities and the interests of the national administrative serv-
ices.40 Another set of conflicts evolved around the contradictions between a strongly hierarchical
social structure of rural communities and the ideals of an egalitarian India as described by the
Advisory Planning Board.

An immediate concern among the decision-makers in Delhi was the occupational structure of
the refugees seen as not in line with the economic features of rural communities in northern India.
As a consequence, the social integration of these new citizens was declared a major economic
challenge. Kshitish Chandra Neogy, member of the Constituent Assembly and Nehru’s first
Minister of Relief and Rehabilitation, brought this issue to the attention of the Assembly in late
1947.41 Particularly in East Punjab, where non-Muslim evacuees continued arriving from Pakistan
while Muslim refugees had left India, the problem acquired a massive scale. Neogy urged the gov-
ernment for more and better rural economic planning, a plea he illustrated with the example of
carpenters. While there already lived a sufficient number of carpenters (Hindus) in the region’s
rural communities, even more carpenters would migrate from Pakistan. At the same time, black-
smiths, who were traditionally Muslims, had largely left the region while this skill was hardly ever
found among refugees. The necessary conclusion for Neogy was that the government needed to
encourage or even force these skilled artisans to give up their hereditary craft and take to some-
thing more in line with the economic requirements of local rural communities.

Although the Minister’s argument seems anecdotal, the problem he described turned into a
major concern of rural social engineering in the aftermath of Partition. The government estimated
in 1949 that among the 4.2 million refugees arriving in India, between 3 and 3.2 million would
originate from rural areas,42 for which some form of occupation needed to be found. One solution
was to reallocate arable land to families with an agricultural background. The approach the
authorities came up with to achieve this was group allotment of land, which they called a ‘great
promise for the future’.43 The idea was to assign ten acres of land to each family and then group
families together into joint management units to optimise the agricultural self-organisation and
demarcate the land units as fairly as possible. In spite of these noble plans, access to arable land
remained one of the core challenges among agricultural refugees. Critics of the government policy
on the allocation of land have later emphasised that the authorities failed particularly the landless
agricultural workers, which traditionally belong to the poorest sections of rural Indian commu-
nities.44 As a consequence, the failure of land redistribution in the aftermath of Partition rein-
forced rural inequality in favour of the landed agricultural classes.

Another approach to address the occupational problems in rural northern India was to build
new model villages and small towns with their distinct, self-sufficient economic structure. This
strategy was not only based on the observation that refugees with unsuitable professional skills
arrived in rural communities between Delhi and Lahore. An equally important factor was the
soaring population pressure on the main cities in the region, particularly Delhi.

In April 1950, Mohanlal Saksena, Union Minister of Rehabilitation between 1948 and 1950,
wrote to Vallabhbhai Patel, the home minister, that it was an enormous challenge for the govern-
ment to find shelter and employment for the two or so million refugees that had already arrived in
India. An occupational survey had brought to light that many of these refugees would be tillers of
the spoil, weavers, and artisans, which were no doubt useful professions: ‘Unfortunately, many of
them are pouring into camps in the cities and towns in India, and the same are crowded to the
limits of their capacity. I feel that if we are to succeed in the task of settlement of this vast mass of
humanity, it can be only on the basis of planned dispersal to the multitude of India’s hamlets and
remote villages.’45 The foundation of new small towns in rural northern Indian areas was therefore
seen as a decisive means to facilitate the dispersal of refugees away from Delhi and other main
cities. For this reason, the intellectual and political history of the new town concept in India are
closely connected with a new subject of social planning: the villager in urban environments.46
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As the mass migration in the aftermath of Partition unfolded, the government in Delhi envi-
sioned the development of new townships as an important element in its rehabilitation strategy for
East Punjab and other regions affected by large-scale migration. For the authorities it was impor-
tant that these new towns would fit into the schemes of national planning and thus constitute not a
separate element of rural social engineering but become an integral part of early comprehensive
national planning efforts.47 One preferred location for such a new township was Faridabad, in the
late 1940s around 24 kilometres south of Delhi on Mathura Road. The national government took
the decision to erect a model town at this location in 1949 in order to settle around fifty thousand
‘displaced persons’ originating from Dera Ghazi Khan and the North West Frontier Provinces,
now Pakistan. The planning and the construction of this town happened directly under the
authority of the national government with Rajendra Prasad, who become the chairman of the
Faridabad Development Board, and Otto Koenigsberger, a German architect specialised in urban
development in Africa, Asia and Latin America, as the Board’s main planning advisor.

Gradually, the model town of Faridabad, constructed with the support of the Indian army,
replaced the refugee camp in the same area. According to Nehru, the purpose of this new town
was not only to provide food and shelter but also to provide training and work for the new citizens.
As he saw it, the deployment of the military was ambivalent: it had many logistical advantages but
also required the tight supervision through national authorities due to its exemplary nature.48 Both
the camp in Faridabad and its successor, the new town were therefore considered a role model for
the new social and political order the planning authorities had envisioned earlier.49 In its proto-
typical function of national significance, Faridabad was the most important site of a whole range of
14 new townships in northern and western India to release pressure from the main cities and to
accommodate refugees in rural areas with unsuitable professional backgrounds.50

Several years later, when the Faridabad model town was completed, the Indian authorities pub-
lished a brochure on the ‘new life’ of previously ‘displaced persons’ in these new townships. The
contrast to Ambedkar’s dark vision of the Indian village is striking. As the Ministry of Education
saw it, life in these towns was good and modern. ‘Training-Cum-Production Centres’ provided the
professional skills needed in a modern economy; Montessori-trained teachers provided free and
compulsory education to all children including regular physical training; women received ‘con-
densed courses’ on general education and professional training such as tailoring, embroidery, and
knitting; and medical officers took care of the sick and provided ‘extra milk and special diet’ to
women and children.51 The new citizens in these townships came either from urban backgrounds
in Pakistan or from rural communities and thus received training in new skills that were meant to
make them fit for modern life in the young nation. The construction works alone were supposed
to absorb hundreds of thousands of labourers for several years.52 Refugees began to dominate the
trade in and around Delhi.53 Overall, though, the capacity of these new settlements was far too
limited to absorb the enormous number of refugees. The consequence was that in the first half of
the 1950s the slums in the outskirts of Delhi grew significantly in population and spatial expansion
and the government was increasingly concerned about the hygienic, sanitary and economic con-
ditions in these unregulated settlements.54

Apart from the question whether the information on the model towns provided in the brochure
is historically adequate or not, this list of achievements can also be read as a contrast programme
to what was perceived as the backwardness of the village and the multiple challenges the village
constituted for the government and its modernisation mission. Towns like Faridabad ought to
become the lighthouses of modern Indian society with their high degree of planning and order,
new social arrangements, and comprehensive organisation of life. In that respect, they manifest
Foucault’s notion of urban planning as the paradigm of modern governmentality, although not
entirely disconnected from the burning issues of planning and social restructuration in the coun-
tryside. What these new townships namely also illustrate is how blurry the boundaries were
between rural and urban social engineering to erect a new social order. Both fields, the
agriculture-dominated villages in rural India and the restructuration of India’s major cities were
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seen as two interconnected problems that needed to be addressed together. The comprehensive
objective of creating a new social order demanded comprehensive strategies of social engineering,
which necessarily had to combine rural and urban change.

A final measure of rural social engineering relevant here is the Community Development and
Rural Extension Programme initiated by the national government on 2nd October 1952. In con-
trast to the township initiative and other rehabilitation measures, the purpose of this programme
was ‘to create from stagnant backward villages a vital, progressive rural community’.55 The strat-
egies the Programme deployed included innovation in agricultural production to increase overall
productivity, the build up of new institutions to connect and coordinate rural communities and in
this way increase the presence of the government in the villages, the implementation of sanitation
and health programmes, and the improvement of education and infrastructure. It is important to
realise that the goals of this programme were not limited to socio-economic indicators but also
included an important mental dimension: the mindset of people living in rural communities
should be prepared for comprehensive forms of change including their religious, social, and polit-
ical orientation towards a more flexible, liberal and future-oriented worldview.56

The history of the Community Development Programme (CDP) is relatively well-researched.57

I will thus limit myself to the discussion of a few core aspects in light of my hypothesis about
the importance of postcolonial discontinuities and Partition as the formative context for the
emergence of rural social engineering in independent India.

The Programme was based on a number of ‘model village experiments’ carried out by late colo-
nial bureaucrats. Many of the experts in charge of these experiments remained influential after
1947 and carried over their expertise into the new initiative of the Indian government. Since
the early twentieth century these experiments had been part of larger paradigms of rural social
engineering that belonged to a transnational flow of expertise, money, agricultural inputs, and
ideas of development and institutional setup.58 In that sense, the post-independence CDP was
part of a much longer translocal history of development expertise that had evolved over several
decades with international civil society organisations, universities, American foundations, and
missionaries feeding into the formulation and implementation of rural social engineering in India.

After 1947, the United States had a strong interest in advancing community development in
India. Through the Ford Foundation, the United States Technical Cooperation Administration
and other US-American development institutions, the United States supported these efforts of
the Indian government together with similar endeavours in dozens of other so-called developing
countries.59 The Rockefeller Foundation and USAID also helped to connect agricultural research
in India with comparable research in the Caribbean and Central America.60

In the mid-1960s, however, USAID abolished its community development unit and stopped its
involvement in such activities abroad, including in India. The US authorities explained their policy
change with mainly four crucial ‘imperfections’ of the community development approach: it was
not capable of solving the Indian food crisis; it did not succeed in forming harmonious rural com-
munities; it remained elitist and paternalistic; and it was not sufficiently accepted among local and
international agricultural experts.61 In contrast to some contemporary analysts who had inter-
preted India’s CDP as a democratic procedure,62 USAID saw it as too much aloof from the life
realities of its target groups. Thus, although the idea of rural extension through community devel-
opment might have been indeed ‘revolutionary’,63 its course and outcome were less so.

In spite of its bumpy international career, the CDP in India did leave its mark on rural social
engineering. An important impact was, for example, that it turned refugee townships into a model
for agricultural innovation and community development. It connected rural social engineering in
India with various international stakeholders who also remained present and involved after the
CDP had been abolished.64 Driven by the urgent need to provide food, shelter and work for a large
number of refugees, the CDP transformed rural social engineering from a national political affair
into a globalising agenda that combined local, national, and international dynamics.
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The priorities and strategies of the CDP were also reflected in the early attempts of India’s
national development planning with, again, less than satisfying results. In the early 1950s, when
the Indian government considered the main bulk of its relief and rehabilitation initiative done,
India’s rural economy supplied over half of national product. Two consecutive good monsoons
between 1953–5 provided the country with satisfying harvests.65 As a consequence of Partition
and its disruptions of India’s rural and urban communities, the first five-year plan (1951–6)
put a clear emphasis on agricultural output, the reallocation of land, and food supply.66 In contrast
to Gandhi, who had favoured a decentralised version of self-reliance in food production,67 Nehru’s
vision for the nation was about state-led cooperative farming based on the latest agricultural tech-
niques in order to achieve a ‘prosperous agriculture’ as the prerequisite for industrial progress.68

Close observers of India’s performance in rural social engineering, though, found very critical
words on these early planning efforts: instead of providing more food security, the government’s
approach to rural planning had increased the anxiety for food and far too little had been done to
reduce rural unemployment;69 the first five-year plans failed as redistributive devices because the
actual outcome was not the provision of land to those who would have needed it the most;70 the
funds allocated to rural development were highly insufficient; and improper monitoring and a lack
of close supervision of rural development schemes by bureaucrats largely remote from the rural
life realities resulted in significant shortcomings of several rural social engineering efforts.71 As a
consequence, the rural poor were largely neglected in national planning.

To conclude the Indian case, Partition was an important formative context for the evolution of
postcolonial forms of rural social engineering. Although its impact on the actual transformation of
agriculture and rural life was limited, the new elites formulated the core visions of rural social
engineering in relation and as a reaction to the humanitarian disaster of Partition. The Indian
case also illustrates that ideas and measures of rural social engineering cannot be understood
in isolation but need to be analysed in the context of urban developments. The early postcolonial
planners saw both interconnected as they could only together lead to a new social order in a soci-
ety with a new mindset.

Rural social engineering and late imperial warfare: decolonising Malaysia
While South Asia was confronted with the devastating humanitarian consequences of Partition
and large-scale religious violence, the British authorities in Malaya initiated a military counter-
insurgency campaign in 1948 against what they perceived as communist ‘terrorists’.72 This cam-
paign resulted in outright warfare and a state of emergency until 1960. In the course of this war the
British resettled around half a million, mainly ethnically Chinese people to pursue a number of
strategic and economic goals that also had a transformative impact on rural communities both
during the final stage of the British colonial rule as well as after independence in 1959.

While the general history of the Malayan Emergency and the anti-guerrilla warfare is well-
documented,73 I will concentrate on a few specific features of these years to analyse how this form
of violent decolonisation determined rural social engineering. The deployment of forced and vol-
untary resettlement on a large scale was by no means a specificity of British Malaya. Around the
same time, the British, French and later also US-American authorities applied similar strategies in
various Asian and African societies. One of the most important features of these military cam-
paigns was to create opportunities for far-reaching social transformation mainly in rural areas that
would have been difficult, if not impossible to enforced in times of peace.74 Interestingly, this
aspect is not a particularly new insight created by contemporary historians but was an established
framing of these campaigns while they were still ongoing and immediately after their completion.

In the early phase of the Malayan Emergency, British research on the situation of agricultural
production and rural development in the colony had brought to light that Malaya’s surface was
still largely characterised by jungle and swamp and only a small share was actually arable land.
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The structure of agricultural production resulted in a high dependency on food imports and the
overall dominance of one single crop: rubber.75 Politically informed witnesses drew two conclu-
sions from this observation: the rural areas of Malaya were socially and economically very back-
ward; and it was very easy for communist guerrilla forces to hide in inaccessible territories and
launch their military attacks from the jungles.76 Correspondingly, observers writing after
Malaysia’s independence in 1959 concluded that the establishment of ‘compact communities dif-
ferent from the traditional fragmented or open type of settlement’ brought about a ‘social revo-
lution’ that would have been far less comprehensive and would have taken much longer to achieve
‘in ordinary circumstances’.77

Another view was that the (largely) forced resettlements of the Emergency were a ‘vast social
experiment’78 and an ‘experiment in democracy’, which could only succeed when aligned with
social, cultural and mental modernisation.79 Others praised the ‘educational and sociological ben-
efits’ of resettlements to integrate rural communities and particularly ethnic Chinese families into
national modernisation processes.80 In brief, the interpretation of counter-insurgency warfare in
Malaya and elsewhere as an opportunity provider for far-reaching socio-economic transforma-
tions of rural communities was a central element of contemporary intellectual analysis.

The governmental and military authorities in British Malaya had a slightly broader view on the
war and its resettlement programme as they also included strategic and economic considerations
into their planning. For them, a central ambition of the war was to convert plantations and mines
from ‘half-governed places’81 into fully controlled pillars of Malaya’s export industry beyond the
reach of communist and other anti-British forces.

But even these authorities saw the military campaign primarily as a tool of rural social engi-
neering with the goal to transform rural communities as comprehensively as possible in a rela-
tively short period of time. Among the foremost objectives of the resettlement were to congregate
scattered rural population into areas ‘where protection could be provided’; to concentrate the
labour forces of tin and rubber industries and mines in larger settlements to be financed by
the employing compagnies themselves; to acquire full control over food supplies to dry out
any form of military opposition in the countryside; to suppress disruptions of rubber estates, road
transports and other forms of vital infrastructure; and to transform these new villages into per-
manent settlements with a high degree of social services, drains, water supply, and sanitation.82

The authorities also insisted that the around 400,000 people that had been resettled by the end of
1951, were not living in ‘concentration camps’, as the communist guerrilla groups had repeatedly
stated, but that the wire fences were protective means to prevent any form of contact between
civilians and the guerrillas.83

Both the academic comments on the Emergency and the strategic goals of the colonial authori-
ties reveal that the most central motive of the campaign was to transform rural, poor and occa-
sionally nomadic communities into citizens of a modern nation. Similar to India, these uprooted
parts of the population provided a special target group for rural social engineering. The organisers
of a so-called Rehabilitation Camp in Taiping, Malaya, formulated this mission very explicitly.84

The idea behind resettlement was not only to concentrate dispersed groups into more manageable
and thus also more controllable entities, but to ‘condition such a man that he can take his place in
society without danger to that society, to educate, or re-educate him mentally, morally, and phys-
ically, into the type of free citizen who will be a credit to his land of adoption.’85 Resettlement as
rural social engineering was therefore a combination of new social organisation within larger
settlements of several hundred or thousands of families, modern education provided by the gov-
ernment and Christian missionaries, physical training classes for children and adults, and anti-
communist propaganda.

In this way, the colonial government hoped that these new villages ‘will be an important factor
in the development of rural prosperity and the people by [sic] Malayanised, so they will become
staunch defenders of democracy’.86 In this grand-scale social experiment the provision of social
infrastructure and some degree of welfare was a key requirement for rural communities to accept
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their ‘new mode of life’.87 Besides open repression, the military control of space and the applica-
tion of force to resettle the families, the goal of the government was to convince these people about
the benefits of their new way of living and the long-term economic perspectives provided through
resettlement. In spite of the severe problems particularly in the first few years of the Emergency to
provide access to sufficient food, social services, and employment and harsh restrictions of the
freedom of movement, the authorities increasingly stabilised the situation in the second half
of the 1950s and indeed managed to transformmany of these new villages into modern permanent
settlements.

Another important facet of the new villages as elements of rural social engineering was their
physical location. The new social order to be achieved through resettlement was centrally defined
through space or, in other words, through the relative location of these new villages within
Malaysia’s national territory. As mentioned earlier, the perception of British Malaya was strongly
determined by the presence of jungle and swamps as the two dominant geographical elements of
the colony’s surface structure. Among other things, the resettlement projects were military efforts
to carve rural communities out of the uncontrollable and largely impermeable jungle areas.

A report from British Officer drafted in early 1952 about the construction of a camp in Johore
State illustrates this dynamic. Before their resettlement into the camp, the Malay families were
miles apart ‘in secondary and primary jungle and it was a tedious and exhausting business getting
the headmen together for a meeting. It took over an hour and many threats to persuade them to
move into a safe area.’88 To erect the camp itself, the military and the home guards needed to
uproot and remove more than five thousand trees, six gates needed to be built and a major road
to be constructed. Together with the barbed wire around the entire compound these measures
should have provided sufficient ‘safety’ for the new inhabitants.

Apart from the peculiar fact that this officer found it strange that it took himmore than an hour
to force these families to isolate themselves entirely from the forest and thus completely change
their way of living, the document illustrates the distinct framing of jungles as an object of rural
social engineering in late imperial development planning. These forests were not only increasingly
synonymous with political violence in the evolving Cold War context,89 but they also constituted a
planning preference for the comprehensive agenda of social change through resettlement and the
modernisation of village life. This new village life was not entirely removed from nature, but it
accepted and accommodated a distinct, controllable form of nature such as plantations, allotment
gardening and other forms of small-scale agriculture. At the same time, this new life needed to be
carefully separated from uncontrollable forms of nature such as the jungles and swamps, which
constituted an administrative-bureaucratic problem for rural social engineering and an imminent
security threat for the colonial army.90

The power-driven, spatial agenda of the authorities targeted not only the geographical periph-
eries of the forested areas of the territory but also the socially marginal spaces of society. Interviews
conducted during the early 1950s among war prisoners with ethnic Chinese background, many of
them former members of the Communist Party, perceived the government as ‘completely apart
from the Chinese community’. In their view, the government operated ‘in distant and limited
spheres’ largely remote from the live realities of this community.91 A central objective of the
war was, therefore, to make these groups subject to comprehensive governmental regulations
including social policies, the inclusion into the state-controlled education system, family planning,
and geographical concentration in more confined areas and permanent settlements.

A second spatial logic that played an important role in Malayan rural social engineering
through resettlement was urbanisation during and after the Emergency. Already since the nine-
teenth century the British had profoundly transformed towns and urban centres in Malaya.92

However, the context of accelerated urbanisation during the counter-insurgency war illustrates
that, similar to India, the reordering of rural life was not separated from urban transformations
but closely connected with them. More specifically, the resettlement of rural communities and the
construction of new (model) villages in colonial Malaya derived its inherent dynamic and course
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to an important degree from the objectives of urban planning. In contrast to India, though, reor-
ganising rural life and connecting rural social engineering with the transformation of urban space
was a goal of warfare, not the result of mass migration as a planning opportunity. As a result, the
Malayan (colonial) authorities were more comprehensive and forceful in their approach, which
also determined rural social engineering after independence.

One of strategies of the authorities was a form of semi-urbanisation of rural areas, that is to
locate new villages in the outskirts of already existing larger urban centres. The idea was that the
economies and social services of these new settlements should benefit from the geographical prox-
imity to these cities. Particularly in the early years of the Emergency, when the government strug-
gled to provide many of the new villagers with adequate supply, semi-urbanising these areas
appeared as an appropriate means to tackle the at times disastrous conditions of living.

Some of the most important new villages such as Salak South or Sungei Buloh were located
around Kuala Lumpur, more precisely 5 miles and 13 miles outside the city in 1953.93 For the
Christian missionaries who worked in these villages to provide health care, education, and other
social services, the proximity to the capital city facilitated organisational experiments and logistics
to address the severe shortcomings of these villages’ social infrastructure. In return, it was in the
interest of the government to make the missionaries’ engagements in these settlements a success.
In the view of local missionaries in Salak South, 14 new villages emerged ‘like mushrooms’ in the
outskirts of Kuala Lumpur in the early 1950s driven by strong dynamics of demographic change:
‘There are hundreds of new houses, (old houses and shops re-erected) going up all over the
spreading hill opposite us. : : : In consequence, we are constantly seeing groups of new faces
at our windows and all along the road. We are to increase from 600 to 1200 or more houses
so the population will also increase from a formerly estimated 3,500 to 7 or 8 thousand.
There seem to be that many children, without adults!’94

Whereas in more remote rural locations the government’s measures to allocate land to new
settlers and create agricultural plots remained ‘slow and chaotic’,95 the new settlements in the out-
skirts of Kuala Lumpur and other cities quickly developed their own economic and social dynam-
ics, which in return altered the cities themselves. In aWhite Paper published by the government in
Kuala Lumpur in mid-1952, the authorities sold the enforced resettlement as a new basis for devel-
opment and an opportunity for ‘increased agricultural production and, with it, greater prosper-
ity’.96 The actual situation, though, was determined by a massive disruption of the rural economy,
galloping internal inflation, and severe problems to provide agricultural settlers with arable land.97

The Christian missionaries reported to their authorities in London that the government had
repeatedly requested them to assist in getting the agricultural activities going again on the new
land.98 As a consequence, the missionaries and local church workers stepped up their measures
to teach agricultural techniques including animal husbandry, field husbandry, and agricultural
economics to the inhabitants of the more remote new villages.99 In doing so, the missionaries
turned into an integral element of a Foucauldian form of governmentality that characterised
the Malayan Emergency. In this art of government, political power is not limited to the state
but centrally depends on knowledge, expertise, and infrastructure beyond the state and thus tran-
scends classic oppositions between state and civil society, public and private, and local and trans-
local.100 In that sense, the missionaries constituted an important segment of political power
through their active contribution to the political rationalities of the Emergency.

The long-term effect of these processes was a profound alteration of Malaya’s human geogra-
phy, in the light of which we should interpret the course and historical role of rural social engi-
neering under the circumstances of late imperial warfare. The total number of urban centres, that
is, the settlements with more than one thousand inhabitants, increased significantly from 163 to
around 400 between 1947 and 1957.101 This represented an increase of 105 per cent in the overall
urban population of the colony during these years, even though the Malayan authorities com-
plained in the early 1960s that this process had not gone far and quick enough.102
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In practice, however, the socio-economic consequences of this urbanisation drive were severe
for rural communities and the structure of Malayan agriculture. While the war against the com-
munist ‘terrorists’ was still ongoing in the second half of the 1950s, the government estimated that
around three-fifths of the relocated population were agriculturalists including vegetable gardeners
and livestock rearers.103 The experience of uprooting, the harsh living conditions in the new set-
tlements, and the shortage of essential resources including land forced a large number of these
agriculturalists to change their occupation and, for example, work as rubber tappers or accept
the trainings offered by missionaries to acquire altogether new skills.104 The total share of agri-
culturalists in Malaya seems to have dropped from 60 per cent to 27 per cent in the first few years
of the Emergency.105 In brief, rural social engineering as a strategy of imperial counter-insurgency
diminished the role of agriculture in Malaya’s economy and redirected a significant number of
rural communities towards semi-urban and urban centres.

Scholars of development research argued that the historical roots of economic success in
Southeast Asia are to be found in pro-poor agricultural and rural development. This pattern would
demarcate success stories such as Indonesia and Malaysia from several sub-Saharan economies,
which relied on the trickling down of wealth derived from the rising incomes of a limited number
of already prosperous.106 The contemporary judgements on Malaya’s agricultural policies during
and after the Emergency, however, were much more critical about the political priorities and strat-
egies to uplift the rural poor applied by the colonial and post-independence authorities.

The first large-scale plan drafted for Malaya was the Draft Development Plan of the Federation
(1950–5). This plan was part of a broader initiative from the British colonial authorities to stimu-
late economic growth and social improvements in its remaining colonies under the Colombo Plan
for Cooperative Economic Development.107 For Malaya the British recognised that the improve-
ment of rural life would require more financial means and political attention, especially as the
impact of the war disrupted primarily rural communities. In spite of the awareness and critique
among British elites of the strong urban bias of the existing welfare distribution within Malaya, the
actual changes on the ground and the achievements of rural social engineering during the first half
of the 1950s remained moderate. Contemporary observers criticised the Plan for its failure to
expand hospital facilities in rural areas, the uneven provision and quality of social welfare services
for rural communities,108 the persistence of rural poverty, and, consequently, the soaring prosper-
ity gap between rural and urban areas.109 The First Five-Year Plan of the Federation (1956–60)
continued a strong nominal commitment to agriculture and rural social engineering. In actual
terms, though, the Plan shifted the planning focus to ‘more advanced, urban sectors while trusting
in backwash effects to convey development into the rural economy’.110

This economic performance of the first development plans during and after the Emergency was
echoed in some serious political concerns among Western elites within the evolving Cold War
context. In the second half of the 1950s, the United States Information Agency repeatedly
expressed its concern that, due to the persisting misery among the rural poor, the problem of
communism was not solved in Malaya.111 This mattered to the United States not only in relation
to Malaya. The failures of rural social engineering in several decolonising Asian societies including
India were a much larger geopolitical worry which saw this failure as an imminent problem for
global anti-communism.112 The US Information Agency reasoned, for example, that the lack of
support from Washington for the initiatives to reorder rural life in postcolonial societies would
damage the reputation of the United States and create suspicion towards its anti-colonial com-
mitment with potentially severe consequences for Washington and its Western allies.113

Conclusions
To conclude then, I summarise the main findings of my comparison between early postcolonial
India and late imperial Malaya. My starting point was Foucault’s argument that, since the
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eighteenth century, modern European governmentality was essentially about urban planning with
its inbuilt drive to universalise its paradigms and practices across the entire national territory. I
confronted Foucault’s argument with the hypothesis that an important difference between mod-
ern France/Europe and Asian societies in the twentieth century is the colonial origin of planning
in the interwar period and the course of decolonisation after 1945 with its deep impact on rural
communities and distinct forms of rural social engineering. In summary, the examples of post-
Partition India and the Federation of Malaya during the Emergency suggest a few qualifications
not only to Foucault’s reasoning but also to my own hypothesis.

First, both the humanitarian disaster of Partition and the counter-insurgency warfare had
indeed a profound impact on rural social engineering. Both processes triggered massive disrup-
tions among rural communities and made the reorganisation of rural life the order of the day.
People on the move had to be resettled, provided with economic opportunities, and engineered
in their social and mental outlook. The mental dimension of rural development played an urgent
role in Malaya’s anti-communism campaign114 but was also present in India’s struggle against
(rural) backwardness. In both India and Malaya, the uprooted population was considered some
form of raw material for the engineering of a new nation. Consequently, elite priorities were not
only about strategies to overcome regional and communal divisiveness115 but more importantly
about ways to turn the disruptions of rural life into a political point of departure for an alternative
socio-economic order and a new form of statehood that indeed penetrated communities outside
the cities.

Second, both cases illustrate that rural social engineering and urban planning are better under-
stood as a dialectic rather than two distinct spheres of development policies. The model villages in
northern India and some of the most important new villages in Malaya were manifestations of an
evolving development paradigm that interwove the reorganisation of the countryside with the
transformation of cities. More specifically, the comparison illustrates that in both cases rural social
engineering was centrally about the design and propagation of a particular kind of village as the
lighthouse for late imperial and early postcolonial state making and social transformation. The
new villages were imagined as places of rationalism, order, visibility, coherent morphology,
and economic efficiency set up to overcome traditional and largely impenetrable social-economic
and cultural patterns beyond state control. In the context of decolonisation, this dynamic seemed
even more important than the dialectic of rural-urban, per se.

With regard to this argumentation, though, the comparison also highlighted some important
dissimilarities between the two cases. In some respect, rural social engineering in early indepen-
dent India seems to actually confirm Foucault’s argument about the paradigmatic character of
urban planning for the reorganisation of rural life. Examples such as Faridabad and other model
towns, particularly those located at the outskirts of major cities such as Delhi, are indeed in line
with Foucault’s reasoning as they indicate a privileged status of urban planning within modern,
postcolonial governmentality. At the same time, the planning of Indian model towns was intrin-
sically connected with the specific context of rural post-Partition (northern) India, which confirms
the dialectic mentioned above. In British-Malaya, by contrast, the redesign of the village was one
of the core purposes of the anti-communist war but also there (semi) urbanisation was a feature of
rural transformation. Overall, then, my hypothesis that rural social engineering and rural planning
constitute a distinct form of modern governmentality strongly determined by the course of
decolonisation does not neglect the importance of urban planning but offers an alternative per-
spective on it.

Third, the differences in decolonisation can explain some important long-term changes in
human geography at the costs of rural life. The war-related disruptions in Malaya triggered rapid
urbanisation processes, which determined the country’s socio-economic achievements in the long
run. Although both India and Malaya focused largely on urban development since their First Five-
Year Plans and underfunded rural projects, this approach was more successful in rapidly urban-
ising Malaya than in India, where three-fourths of the workforce remained in agriculture.116 At the
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same time, both societies neglected the provision of social welfare services of good quality to its
rural communities. But whereas significant parts of Malaysia’s population moved into (the out-
skirts of) larger urban centres and thus benefited from (semi-)urban transformations, the vast
majority of India’s citizens remained rural. The model townships initiated by the Indian authori-
ties to stimulate a new life for the displaced communities in the proximity of larger cities were in
virtually every respect too limited to become indeed models for anything but themselves.117

Fourth, my hypothesis that we can explain rural social engineering through the course of
decolonisation makes particularly sense when we consider decolonisation’s variegated manifesta-
tions of conflict and repression. In Malaya, the colonial state’s military campaign and the use of
force were integrated elements of rural social engineering with provided both the necessary con-
text and the central means to achieve the political objectives of both anti-communism and the
reordering of rural life. Redirecting people towards the cities was an accepted and, in some cases,
intended element of these measures. In postcolonial India, on the other hand, the context was a
humanitarian disaster triggered by the flawed policies of Partition. In the eyes of the new state
elites, this circumstance turned rural social engineering into a humanitarian requirement and
an opportunity for the state to integrate uprooted communities into the broader framework of
nation building and postcolonial modernisation. In contrast to Malaya, where rural social engi-
neering was a strategic necessity meant to serve the long-term restructuration of society in favour
of higher degree of urbanisation and state efficiency, the Indian planners approaches it as a chal-
lenging but historical momentum to gain political legitimacy among rural communities after the
end of the British era.

Finally, my investigation into rural social engineering provides two general lessons on moder-
nity, development, and state making. Dipesh Chakrabarty argued that the equation of a certain
vision of Europe with modernity ‘is not the work of Europeans alone’ since Third World nation-
alisms have been essential partners in this endeavour.118 Stronger even, the Indian and Malayan
histories of rural social engineering suggest that after 1945 the notion of modernity and its brain-
child development were the result of a global aggregated history of local formation processes
increasingly bound together by the evolving international aid industry and the distinct forms
of expertise it facilitated. In that light, it looks ever more inadequate to write the history of moder-
nity and development as an incarnation of Western history and the superpowers’ Cold War.

The other more general lesson concerns state making in the twentieth century understood as
the forcible process to centralise the control over people, information and resources within a given
territory.119 To recognise the variety of state forms in Asia and their evolution particularly since
the nineteenth century, scholars of Asian history have previously criticised established state theo-
ries for their shortcomings to capture distinct processes beyond Western history.120 Building on
this critique, decolonising India and Malaysia suggest that state-making processes during decolo-
nisation were neither simply derivations of imperial statehood nor altogether different manifes-
tations of statehood. By contrast, state making meant contested and continuous negotiation
processes between local political specificities including the setup of the imperial state, the
long-term cultural and intellectual textures of these societies, the new relevance of political secu-
larism as well as religious protagonists after 1945, and, once again, the course of decolonisation
itself. We thus need to work towards a state theory that incorporates both imperial-European
inheritance and local struggles in order to capture state making in its numerous manifestations
during and after (Asian) decolonisation.

As for its limitations other than the ones mentioned above, my hypothesis has little explanatory
capacity when it comes to the translocal trends in development planning during the first two or
three decades after 1945. The unalike courses of decolonisation in India and Malaya cannot
explain the overall priorities of industrialisation and urban development in the long-term course
of planning. For those aspects it seems indeed more convincing to look at the global intellectual
and political history of development after 1945.
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